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Abstract: 

Capitalism is one of the most successful modes of capital management practicing in most of the 

countries of the world. Bangladesh adopted it since last 80s and became the haven of capitalism 

by these 35 years. Bangladesh achieved its independence from Pakistan through a bloody 

liberation war in 1971. Soon after the independence government policies was socialistic. After an 

unwanted killing of the Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in 1975 government policies 

started to shift into a capitalist society from socialism. Now Bangladesh is one of the most free 

market oriented economies of South Asia. We have several bilateral / regional free trade 

agreements with neighboring countries. Bangladesh has Trade and Investment Cooperation 

Framework Agreement (TICFA) with the USA. Bangladesh is welcoming foreign direct 

investment (FDI) into its economy with highest priority. We have a significant stake in global 

readymade garment (RMG) business and increasing flow of international trade. Bangladesh is 

one of the leading advocates of Duty free and quota free market access (DFQFMA) under the 

World Trade Center (WTO) regime. We want implementation of mode – 4 around the world. It 

took 35 years to shift from socialistic into capitalistic society for Bangladesh. But now a days 

Bangladesh is operating fully based on capitalist ideology with few socialist leaders in the 

current parliament.  
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Introduction:  

Capitalism concept was introduced in the Indian subcontinent by the British rulers in India. India 

inherited it before its independent in 1947. The than East Pakistan (present Bangladesh) absorbed 

capitalistic system from its predecessors. But this system was shifted into socialistic manner soon 

after the independence of Bangladesh in 1971. The industry sector was severely damaged during 

the liberation war. Mills and factories in the public sector, however, soon become loosing 
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concerns largely because of mismanagement and leakage of resources. The Govt. had to quickly 

review its policy of dominating the public sector. Although it continued to exercise control over 

industries, it soon raised the allowable ceilings of private investment. However, this did not bring 

much improvement. After a series of adjustments and temporary changes in state policy, the 

Govt. finally adopted a new industrial policy in 1982 following which 1076 state-owned 

enterprises were handed over to the private owners. Thus socialistic Bangladesh started to be 

transformed into capitalistic economy again.  

 

Objective of this paper:  

Main objective this paper is to study with the nature of Bangladesh economy. How capitalism 

was adopted here in Bangladesh. What are the key features of current capitalism observed and 

practice in Bangladesh? Publishing this paper as a part of a global academic project titled „The 

Nature and Evolution of Capitalism in All World” namely NECAW PROJECT.  

 

Methodology:  

This paper is the result of literature review of secondary materials available in different academic 

sources. Writer‟s observations and experiences have influence over this paper too. This is 

completely secondary source based academic paper.  

 

Literature Review:  

 “Capitalism is an economic system based on private ownership of the means of production and 

their operation for profit” (Wikipedia). This definition of capitalism is emphasizing on three 

major factors. These are „private ownership, of the „factors of production‟ i.e. land, labor, capital 

and management etc. and finally „operation for making profit‟. A social system where all the 

factors of production namely land, labor, capital and management are owned by a private entity 

and it is operated for making profit.  

In other words capitalism could be termed as free market economy, or free enterprise economy, 

economic system, dominant in the Western world since the breakup of feudalism, in which most 

of the means of production are privately owned and production is guided and income distributed 

largely through the operation of markets (Encyclopedia Britannica. 10 November 2014).  

Capital and capitalism must be distinguished clearly in order to avoid confusion. When one takes 

the strictly historical point of view, he is not obliged, as is the economist, to take the word capital 

in the full breadth of its meaning. No doubt, land and the instruments of production are, like 
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transferable securities, the source of wealth, and in that sense, capital. But whoever attempts to 

trace the evolution of modern capitalism must seek to trace the history of the great role played by 

capital in the form of transferable securities (Henri Sée, 2004).  

A global public opinion survey on economic issues conducted last spring in 44 countries. Read 

together, the two reports reveal something you might not have guessed: Bangladesh is among the 

countries most supportive of the free market, and certainly the most free-market, trade-oriented 

country surveyed in South Asia. At least as far as public opinion is concerned, the People‟s 

Republic of Bangladesh is a capitalist haven (Alyssa Ayres, 2014).  

 

Evolution of Capitalism in Bangladesh:  

It is not like that, Bangladesh adopted capitalism in last 80s. But this subcontinent got the flavor 

during British Colonial Regime (1757 – 1947) in the Greater India. Same flow was continued 

during the Pakistan regime (1947-1971). Soon after the independence Bangladesh move few 

steps towards socialism under the leadership of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. A large 

number of local industries were nationalized by his government. But his nationalization 

movement facilitated few people to be wealthier through misuse of nationalized resources with 

political identity. Petra Dannecker (2002) describes it as “After independence of Bangladesh we 

find some eye-catching roles undertaken by the state in promoting capitalism and capitalist class. 

The leader of Bangladesh‟s independence movement Sheikh Mujibur Rahman nationalized all 

major industries. Therefore; a small fraction of population received a huge amount of wealth 

from state by using political power. Some of them also received foreign grants and projects”. 

Similarly another class of wealthy people were created by the state while privatize these 

industries during the regime of Ziaur Rahman and H.M. Ershad.  

The industrial policy 1982 allowed to privatize state owned enterprises and encouraged private 

entrepreneurs to invest in productive entity to meet local demands. Capitalism became popular 

due to promotion of employment generation of mass people through industrialization. Poverty 

reduction movement got a positive support from this industrialization movement. Foreign 

investment was encouraged to facilitate technical know-how and replication.  

Multiparty democratic political regime initiated in 1991 and promoted the wealthier and 

businessmen into the parliament. As a result entrepreneurship oriented acts were enacted by the 

businessmen law makers. Thus Bangladesh adopted a complete free market economic system. 

The World Bank, IMF and other western donors and development partners have a significant 

stake in promoting capitalism in Bangladeshi society.       

Now in 2016 capitalism and market economy is the dominant feature of Bangladesh economy. 

Social relations are accordingly shaped. Relations of trust, mutual support or moral obligation 
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common in precapitalistic society gives in to contractual and profit oriented relations of a market 

economy when capitalistic development takes place it imparts significant changing influences on 

the entire body of the society.  

 

Nature of capitalism in Bangladesh:  

Free market economy: Global free market economy is the leading feature of capitalism in 

Bangladesh. Bangladesh is an active member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) since its 

inception. Member of a good number of regional and bilateral free trade agreements including 

the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 

(BIMSTEC) Free Trade Area, Pakistan-Bangladesh Free Trade Agreement, Trade Preferential 

System of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC PTA), Asia-Pacific Trade 

Agreement (APTA), Preferential Tariff Arrangement-Group of Eight Developing Countries (D-8 

PTA), and South Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA) etc.  

Outbound economy: Bangladesh is welcoming foreign investment in its territory in any forms. 

100% foreign ownership is allowed, foreign direct investors can achieve fulltime residential 

citizen status against investment of a certain amount in Bangladesh. Its industrialization mainly 

readymade garment (RMG) sector is export oriented. Thus Bangladeshi investment and 

production both are focusing on outbound markets.  

Increasing social disparity: Bangladeshi socioeconomic environment is reached into such a 

condition where rich people are becoming richer but poor people are losing their existing wealth 

due to many socioeconomic factors. Healthy foods are going beyond reach of the labor and low 

income people. It may produce a less nutritious generation of the lower class and become a huge 

burden for the state.   

Losing family and social bondages: Capitalistic Bangladesh is decreasing family size and well as 

family ties. Social values are becoming less practiced and a trend of western single life is 

adopting by the general people. Individual freedom replaced family decision and equality of 

male & female got special momentum. More mothers are becoming into professional arena as 

average population growth rate is decreasing.  

 

Concluding remarks:  

Capitalism has many social achievements like poverty reduction, employment generation, 

increasing GDP growth, export earnings so on and so forth. But its adverse effect is diminishing 

family ties, social bondage and natural relationship between us. Days are coming when 

Bangladesh will experience negative population growth, absence of social and mental peace. 
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Social classes are changing their features quickly as a result it is tough to predict what next? in 

these transforming society of Bangladesh.   
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